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PRE-WORK 
UNDERSTANDING HEALTH 

 

Newton’s Stages of Spiritual Growth        
 

Stages of Spiritual Growth by John Newton 

**Abridged and Paraphrased with commentary.  Adapted from Tim Keller’s Galatians Study. 
The following is an analysis of “Stages of Spiritual Growth”, based on the thinking of John Newton (1725-1807), a 

master of pastoral insight about spiritual matters of the heart. This outline is based on categories of Christian growth (new, 
medium, advanced). All categories are abstractions that do not exist. No categories completely fit or explain all particular cases 
and lives. Yet the Bible does speak of “babe” versus “mature” Christians and describes their characteristics. (1 John 2:12-14, 
Hebrews 5:11-14; 1 Peter 2:2). Therefore, use this as a tool to learn what you can. Don’t a) resent the whole concept nor b) 
enthusiastically insist on making everything and everyone “fit”. 
 
Overview 

®  “A” Christians are new converts. While they may be enthusiastic and zealous, they are prone to both 
pride and anxiety, because they still have a basic legalism in their Christianity. They don’t grasp the 
gospel very well. 

® “B” Christians are maturing Christians who (through troubles and struggles) come to see their self-
righteousness and deep resistance to the gospel of grace. They are learning to use the gospel on their 
biggest flaws and problems. 

® “C” Christians are mature Christians who come to use the gospel on themselves, not just in crises, but in 
everyday life. This produces a deep stability and steady character growth and moves them into more 
abiding and rich experience of God’s presence in prayer. 

 
Stage A: The “Baby” Christian 
A new Christian feels God’s grace and love, but still does not understand it very well.   
 
Challenge #1: Baby Christians tend to base their justification on their sanctification (rather than visa versa).  

• They take their confidence that God loves them from their avoidance of major sins, their faithfulness in prayer and 
growth in Christian knowledge, and especially in their feelings of nearness to God.  

• All these things serve as the basis for their certainty God loves them instead of the result of their certainty their God 
loves them.  

• Because of this, there is an anxiety (Does God really love me?) and yet a pride (I’ve come to God because of my 
spiritual insight and depth) that leads to instability.  

 
Challenge #2: Baby Christians cannot take negative feelings or life circumstances (trials, sufferings) or spiritual 
regress (sins, failures), because their feelings and circumstances and success have really functioned as the “merit-
cause”, the basis for their favor with God.   

• When the “A”s “honeymoon” is over, because of the life circumstances and/or spiritual regress, there are two 
responses that can happen.  

o They either get locked into an endless round of playing “I wish I were a better Christian.”  This often can 
throw them into passive Christianity because of the underlying guilt, condemnation and anxiety they feel.   

o The alternative is to begin to learn how to view normal negative feelings, failures and circumstances in light 
of the Gospel. 
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Stage B: The “Youth” Christian 
Challenge #1:  In Stage “B” a person begins to address the grounds of their assurance for what makes them 
acceptable to God, themselves and others.   

• Christians say it is “only because of Jesus” but in our actual daily lives, we functionally rest in other things – our 
spiritual attainments, our morality, our relationships in church and family, the approval of others, and so on.  

• An immature Christian, stage “A”, has repented only of more superficial behavioral sins, but has not yet repented of 
the more rooted and influential sins--our false “rests”.   

• God lets us pass through challenging life circumstances and spiritual regress (sins, failures) in order to show us what 
we really rest in.   

• Stage “B” Christians are beginning to see what they resting in besides Jesus and learning to use the gospel on their 
biggest flaws and problems. 

 
Challenge #2: The “B” Christian will often feel like a much more sinful person than an “A” Christian because for 
the first time they are beginning to see the sin beneath the sin.  

• This is a sign of spiritual growth though because if they understand the gospel they will be pushed to rest in Christ 
more fully.  

• “B” Christians begin to see that the source of anger, pride, insecurity all have to do with over-attachments to 
something or someone and therefore these persons or things control them. They are their idols.   

• The “B” Christian will many times be overwhelmed by a sense of their sin and be driven to anger at themselves or 
God and despair because the depths of their idols are being revealed for the first time.   

• As they begin to repent of these ‘false rests’ and turn to Christ’s completed work more consistently they move into 
stage “C”.   

o They know the gospel enough that a deeper discovery of their sins drives them not away from God (as it did 
when they functioned more out of works-righteousness) but toward God and toward deeper enjoyment of 
his grace.  

 
Stage C: The “Adult” Christian 
The “C” Christian has learned to face the routine “negatives” with a sense of God’s love and has also dug deep 
into his or her own sinful heart and has a profound self-knowledge.  

• The amazing thing is that the depths of his/her sin has not dimmed but brightened their joy in the grace of God.  
 
“A” operated more out of the emotions, and “B” out of the will, but “C” operates out of faith.  

• Unlike “A”, “B” has learned to rest in the finished work of Christ, and has come to see the false trusts and idols that 
have been the source of pride and insecurity.  

 
“C” Christians have learned to use the gospel of the finished work of Christ habitually in their daily lives. They 
have a gospel worldview.  

• They deal with worry, anxiety, discouragement, jealousy, anger, coldness, boredom, and guilt by taking the truths of 
Jesus in the gospel and bring them to bear on the problems in their heart.   

• As a result, they experience a habitual joy and a quickness to repent with joy. In some ways, they bring their ‘Quiet 
Time’ out into daily life with them.   

• This kind of Christian is now better equipped for good and bad times as they have learned to apply the gospel to 
nearly all of life. 

 
Challenge:  They have learned to bring the gospel to bear in their daily lives but now they must learn how to 
keep and deepen one’s actual intimacy and fellowship with God even when life is going well. 

• A routine can settle in. It is analogous to a long-term marriage. A couple only remains married for 30 years if they 
have gone through the parallel to Stage “A” and “B.” How then can they (not go “back” to the more shallow thrill of 
the honeymoon) but go ahead to deeper intimacy and continual enjoyment of God in his presence?   

• A “C” must discipline themselves to daily and routinely, even when nothing is “wrong” – working even on mild 
feelings of boredom or self-satisfaction or worry or irritation – to come back to the Gospel.   
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• A “C”s happiness and superiority to “B” lies chiefly in this, that ...by means–such as prayer, reading and hearing the 
Word...they have attained clearer, deeper, and more comprehensive views of the mystery of redeeming love.  

• “C”s concentrate, then on meditation, on seeking God’s face in prayer and delving the mysteries of love. “Thus 
though his sensible feelings may not be so warm as when he was in the state of “A”...his mind is more fixed, his 
thoughts more habitually exercised on things within the veil. His great business is to behold the glory of God in 
Christ...His contemplations are not barren speculations [mere intellectual exercises], but have real influence on his 
whole character and personality”.   

• Persons are well into “C” when they know the gospel enough that their routine life is characterized by a deep and 
stable joy from a regular experience of God’s presence and love in their daily walk with him. 

 
 
REFLECTION: 

Q:  What stood out from Newton’s description of the Stages of Spiritual Growth? 
 
 
 
 

Q:  How does Newton distinguish the different stages of maturity from one another?  What are some other ways that 
we might distinguish maturity? 

 
 
 
 

Q:  Why should we follow Newton’s counsel in distinguishing maturity based upon understanding and application of 
the Gospel as opposed to other things? 

 
 
 
 

Q:  If you could classify in a general way the congregation with which you fellowship (or worship), in what category 
would you guess most to be in? 

 
 
 
 
 
Q:  Was there any point at which the material really described you in a very accurate way? 

 
 
 
 
 
Q:  Where are you in Newton’s Stages? 

Note: This is a moment to discard false modesty and pride. Pride may keep us from admitting that we are only A or have been 
stuck for a long time in late A or early B. False modesty (which is really another form of pride) may make some designate themselves 
an A when in reality they may be a C. 

 
 
 


